Slang Man To Street Speak
flapperspeak: dictionary of words from the 1920’s and 1930’s - flapperspeak: dictionary of words from
the 1920’s and 1930’s from the aaca potpourri website and mark mccutcheon’s writer’s guide to everyday life
from prohibition through world war ii. ab-so-lute-ly – affirmative all six, hit on – to hit on all six cylinders, 100%
percent performance lineman’s slang dictionary - hubbellcdn - lineman’s slang dictionary this is your copy
of the lineman’s slang dictionary, compliments of hubbell power systems, inc. it has been prepared to help
familiarize you with some of the jargon used in the electric utility industry, particularly that of the linemen. we
are sure you will find it informative as well as entertaining. 1920’s slang dictionary - dinner and a murder
mystery games - 1920’s slang dictionary a alderman: a man's pot-belly. ameche: telephone ankle: (n)
woman; (v) to walk b babe: woman baby: a person, can be said to either a man or a woman bangtails:
racehorses barber: talk be on the nut: to be broke bean-shooter: gun beef: problem bee's knees: an
extraordinary person, thing or idea. beezer: nose behind the eight ball: in a difficult position, in a tight spot
vietnam war military slang - frabr245 - vietnam war military slang february 13, 2014 if, as emerson said,
language is the archive of history, then u.s. soldiers in vietnam were writing history with words as well as
weapons. so many slang terms, vietnamese words and specialized usages were used by u.s. soldiers in
vietnam that language posed a bit of a problem to the new men arriving. slang of the 1920s - slang of the
1920s a 1. ab-so-lute-ly: affirmative, yes 2. absent treatment: dancing with a timid partner 3. air tight: very
attractive 4. airedale: an unattractive man 5. alarm clock: a chaperone 6. all wet: incorrect 7. and how!: i
strongly agree! 8. dictionary of navy slang compiled from various sources - "armpit of the navy": slang
for nas lemoore, so named because of the smell and air quality of the san joaquin valley. "assholes and
elbows": in days of old, a deck hand on his hands and knees holystoning a wooden deck. as in "all i want to see
is assholes and elbows." as spoken by a boatswains mate. now it just means to work hard without rest. a 19th
century slang dictionary - mess no. 1 - a nineteenth century slang dictionary . compiled & edited by craig
hadley . period slang . humbug? shecoonery? useless truck or gum? hornswoggling? honey-fuggling? not in this
book, dear sir! i swan to mercy, a huckle- berry above anyone's persimmon. some pumpkins, a caution, 100
percent certified by a philadelfy lawyer.
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